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Executive Summary
This report is the output from the Ofcom Shared Access Licence: 5G Testbed and Trials
Implementation and Learnings collaboration group.
The collaboration group consists of representatives from a number of projects across the
Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) 5G Testbed and Trials Programme
and provides a collaborative view of their use of Shared Access Licence spectrum, their
experience of the licence application process, lessons learned and recommendations.
Each project has successfully deployed networks and use cases utilising the associated
spectrum bands. The objective of this report is to share the above work, as an output from
the DCMS 5G Testbeds and Trials, to support and enhance future Shared Access Licence
use across the UK’s 5G ecosystem.
It is clear from the feedback from the collaboration group that the Shared Access Licence
model is a welcome offering for industry and other stakeholders to run private 5G networks.
1
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This model of licensing now provides the spectrum options to deploy simple, cost effective
private 5G networks, enabling bespoke network deployments that support specific use case
requirements. This is the overriding benefit.
This report also summarises the constraints and issues that the 5G Testbeds and Trials
projects experienced when working with the Shared Access Licence model. These centred
around the application process and acquisition of spectrum licences that supported their
specific network deployments and use case requirements.
Based upon the experiences of the projects, recommendations have been put forward with
the aim of supporting the enhanced use of Shared Access Licencing across the UK. Key
recommendations are:
● Automation of the application process and spectrum management in the field.
● A transparent application process, with more effective communication between
Ofcom and the licence applicant, to make the overall application process more time
and resource efficient.
● Going further than having generalised deployment models by supporting the
tailoring of power, antenna height and direction for these bespoke private
small network deployments.
● Expanding power limits where appropriate- in particular in remote rural areas or
where the topology naturally restricts the risk of interference.
● Extending the opportunities for building the spectrum deployment to meet the private
5G use cases through the introduction of low and wider bandwidth
medium-band spectrum bands to the Shared Access Licence model.
The content of this report has been presented and discussed with the relevant Ofcom
spectrum licensing teams. Ofcom has shown appreciation for the feedback and is actively
working to improve and build on existing processes to the benefit of current and future UK
spectrum users.
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1. Introduction and Scope of Work
Ofcom: Shared Spectrum Licensing
In 2019 Ofcom, set out new spectrum sharing frameworks with the ambition to support the
“enabling of wireless innovation through local licensing”1, and to simplify wider access to the
UK's radio spectrum for a wider range of users. The approach sets out two spectrum sharing
models: the Local Access Licence and Shared Access Licence.
Local Access Licence (LAL) is a mechanism that enables the shared use of spectrum which
is already licensed on a national basis to mobile network operators (MNOs), in locations
where a particular frequency is not being used2.
For the Shared Access Licence (SAL) model, Ofcom opened up four new spectrum bands
for mobile technology:
●
●
●
●

The 1800MHz band of 1781.7-1785 MHz paired with 1876.7-1880 MHz (a total
bandwidth of 2 x 3.3 MHz).
The 2300MHz band of 2390-2400 MHz.
3.8-4.2 GHz (Total bandwidth of 390MHz).
The lower 26GHz band of 24.25-26.5GHz (total bandwidth of 2.25GHz).

The full overview is provided by Ofcom in their Shared Access Licence: Guidance document 3
which also includes the licence costs, the application process and terms and conditions.
Ofcom sees the Shared Access Licence as opening “up new options for users, such as small
businesses and community groups which could support innovation and enable new uses.
The licence could be useful for all sorts of different businesses and industries”.

DCMS 5G Testbed and Trials Programme Collaboration
The DCMS 5G Testbed and Trials Programme was set up to help the UK become a world
leader in developing 5G technologies, services and applications. A key component of these
trials to demonstrate that 5G is not only a faster consumer proposition but will also unlock
other sectors and geographies. For 5G to reach its full potential the programme set out to
help remove barriers to deployment and create real life testbeds and trials by creating a
range of innovative use cases that will prove the business for 5G.
One aspect of this is the sharing of learnings from the projects across the programme. The
Ofcom Shared Access Licence: 5G Testbed and Trials Implementation and Learnings
collaboration group consists of representatives from eleven projects across the programme,
brought together through the wider 5G Testbed and Trials collaboration policy.

1

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0033/157884/enabling-wireless-innovation-through-lo
cal-licensing.pdf
2
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0037/157888/local-access-licence-guidance.pdf
3
https://www.Ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0035/157886/shared-access-licence-guidance.pdf
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As an aspect of their private 5G network deployments, these projects have independently
explored the use of the Shared Access Licence model for their spectrum licensing. This
report is their collaborative view of the use of Shared Access Licence spectrum; based upon
their experience of the licence application process, network planning utilising the specific
licence spectrum bands and available transmit power and the practical application of running
different use cases within the deployment areas to prove out the benefits of private 5G
networks.
Contributing 5G Testbeds and Trials projects:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

5G Connected Forest
5G New Thinking
MANY
5G CAL
Eden Universe
Connected Cowes
Live+Wild
Factory of the Future
Milton Keynes 5G
5G AMC 2
5G Rural Dorset

The report is broken down into the following areas:
● USE
○ How and why the projects are using Ofcom's Shared Access Licence model.
● BENEFITS
○ How the spectrum offering, application process, information supplied around
the model, etc. have been of benefit to the projects and their network/use
case models.
● CONSTRAINTS
○ What aspects around the Shared Access Licence model, application process
or other related factors have constrained the ambitions of the projects- in
network deployment, use case applications or other areas.
● USEFUL INFORMATION
○ Useful information shared by the projects that will support others in their
exploration of Shared Access Licence, journey through the application
process, network planning etc.
○ If the projects had any constraints, how they managed to workaround these.
● RECOMMENDATIONS
○ Any recommendations or suggestions (regulatory/policy/other) around the
Shared Access Licence spectrum offering, application process, information
supplied around the model etc. that the projects would like to put forward to
Ofcom and DCMS.
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5G Testbed and Trials Projects Spectrum Use

Figure 1. DCMS Supported 5G Trials4

The 5G Testbed and Trials projects are spread across a broad range of industries and
environments, with 80%5 of the projects utilising “private” core networks rather than Mobile
Network Operator commercial networks.

Figure 2. Technologies that the 5G Testbed and Trials projects said were their highest priority 6.

The exploration of the Shared Access Licence use was in the top ten priorities of the 5G
Testbed and Trials projects, with the 3.8-4.2GHz, upper n77 band in particular seen as a key
enabler for private 5G networks in the UK.
4

DCMS 5G Programme Slide Deck - Jan 2022
https://uk5g.org/5g-updates/read-articles/innovation-briefing-issue-6-mapping-the-way/
6
https://uk5g.org/media/uploads/resource_files/UK5G_Infographic_Spread.pdf
5
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It is clear that the availability of mobile spectrum on a localised, shared basis to a wider
range of users, through the Shared Access Licence model has opened up opportunity within
the 5G ecosystem and that the majority of these users within the 5G Testbed and Trials
programme are those that Ofcom envisaged would be the beneficiaries of the Shared
Access Licence product.

2. Use
Projects across the 5G Testbed and Trials Programme that have explored Shared Access
Licence, cover a wide variety of environments and use cases. All of these were independent
private networks, with a mixture of low power and medium power use cases:
●

●
●
●
●
●

Construction (e.g. 5G- AMC 2).
○ a live construction site to test the impact of 5G technology on the construction
process itself, with specific focus on five exemplars, in areas such as
surveying and asset utilisation.
Outdoor forest environment and historic buildings indoor coverage
(e.g. 5G Connected Forest, Eden Universe, Live+Wild).
Outdoor agriculture and aquaculture (e.g. 5G Rural Dorset).
Outdoor mass event streaming (e.g. Connected Cowes).
Indoor advanced manufacturing (e.g. 5G CAL).
Outdoor Connected Autonomous Vehicles and logistics (e.g. 5G CAL).
○ 5G SA private network at Nissan assembly plant Sunderland for automated
logistics between distribution and production line - with teleoperations (remote
control in case of failure / alarms triggered). The network has an indoor
segment at Gateshead College Skills Academy for Sustainable Manufacturing
And Innovation (SASMI) for advanced manufacturing use cases.

3. Benefits
The 5G Testbed and Trials projects have reported that the benefits of the Shared Access
Licence model are in line with Ofcom’s key Shared Access Licence objectives: opening up
new options for users, such as small businesses and community groups which could
support innovation and enable new uses.
Private networks are an enabler for customization of operations to best suit the specialised
applications such as those pursued under 5G Testbed and Trials Programme.
Simple, cost-effective - Therefore the opportunity to licence spectrum in a relatively simple
manner and at a cost-effective price has helped to create this ability to deploy independent,
customised and locally-managed private networks. This was seen as the principal benefit.
Mainstream 5G coverage may not be available or appropriate for the private network use
cases. Organisations therefore could create their own local mobile networks, thus releasing
the organisation from the reliance on a Mobile Network Operator commercial/public network.

7
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Customised - The upside to this is that it can be customised, provide superior coverage and
capacity in a controlled environment and the organisation can define network performance.
The ability to implement tailored, private networks has also allowed organisations to
implement newer equipment release capability and in the case of the 5G Testbeds and
Trials, 90%7 of the projects looked at exploring 5G Standalone network deployments,
utilising the Shared Access Licence upper n77 band spectrum.
Control - Other aspects to note are control over the network, including deployment,
adaptation, upgrades and other operations management. This route can offer greater
flexibility than that provided by public networks, in terms of the choice of end-user devices to
suit the needs of the project.

4. Constraints
Spectrum provision and management is a complex process and in particular when dealing
with this relatively new Shared Access Licence model. There have been some important
common limitations and lessons from the 5G Testbed and Trials projects around the
practical, administrative and operational limitations that are worthy of consideration.
These have been grouped into categories according to: spectrum bands, power and
coverage, Ofcom application process, radio network equipment and devices.

Spectrum Bands, Power and Coverage
The majority of the 5G Testbed and Trials projects using Shared Access Licence have
outdoor private networks with a requirement to cover a much wider coverage area than that
normally delivered by a single site. Whilst being a welcome provision, the power options
available haven’t fully supported practical and cost effective outdoor use over a wider area.
Ofcom has by default generally allocated a low power regime to urban areas while generally
only permitting medium power use in rural areas8. This approach has been seen as a
significant administrative hurdle and initial barrier, in particular at the boundary between the
two.

1800MHz Band 3
For a Non-Standalone network model, where both 4G and 5G radio carriers are required, the
3.3MHz wide 1800MHz band is available for the 4G carrier.
Due to the increased propagation nature of 1800MHz radio waves over the other Shared
Access Licence bands, a number of 5G Testbed and Trials projects quickly found that their
options for 1800MHz use as the 4G carrier, even in very rural areas, were restricted by
Ofcom due to potential interference with other 1800MHz licence holders. In one case this
was as far as 4 miles from the planned mast locations. As a result, if the outdoor deployment
is anywhere near built up areas, it was suggested that options for using the 1800MHz band
could be very limited.
7
8

https://uk5g.org/media/uploads/resource_files/UK5G_Infographic_Spread.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0035/157886/shared-access-licence-guidance.pdf
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Observation: The 2 x 3.3 MHz allocations were not enough to offer much more than voice
and basic NB-IoT service and thus limiting the options for what other services could be run
on this 1800MHz carrier, for the private network use. It is worth noting that for 1800MHz to
be of any practical and sustainable use in the 5G world then a minimum 5MHz carrier is
required.

3.8-4.2GHz upper n77 band
Power limitations - The 5G Testbed and Trials projects have stated that when put into
practise against their original network deployment plans, the outdoor upper n77 band Shared
Access Licence power limits were too low to provide the necessary coverage for the
applications in question. In one example the upper n77 band power limitations for a macro
site made it practically impossible to serve a single section of road corridor- the use case
being a 5G-connected vehicle.
This has either restricted their private network deployment geographic area or has increased
the equipment and deployment costs- reducing the economic viability of a private network
covering a wider area. It was suggested by the projects that this will tend to constrain the
use of private 5G, with Shared Access Licences perhaps only appropriate for buildings or
very small outdoor area applications and use cases.
Radio equipment vendors have reported that the low power restrictions have proved difficult
to cater for- with current radio products not meeting the Low Power Licence EIRP without
attenuation. Radio power amplifiers tend to be designed with outputs in nice round numbers
of milliWatts and Watts, with all Remote Radio Head type outdoor solutions requiring
antennas with gain. With Time Division Duplex (TDD) spectrum this forced attenuation has a
direct impact on uplink performance.
Bandwidths limited by Ofcom - In some instances Ofcom approved licences, but with
reduced bandwidth. This included licences for remote deployment locations, where there
was a legitimate expectation to be able to deploy as requested, due to the known absence of
any interference issues in the band. As the reasons behind this bandwidth reduction were
not explained by Ofcom to the applicant at the time, this caused considerable confusion and
delays while the licence approvals were queried.
In the ethos of the model, that spectrum is there to be shared, Ofcom has since stated that it
wishes to preserve spectrum for other prospective neighbour licensees and has offered
higher power at the compromise of smaller bandwidth. This is not unreasonable except
where the end user requires the full bandwidth for their application: “The industry has sold
gigabit performance to all customers i.e. we need 100MHz and 4x4 MIMO to achieve this.”
Maximum height restriction - All masts being subject to the same maximum height
restriction, irrespective of topography, was also reported as a deployment limitation. Across
the Shared Access Licence models, antenna height is restricted to a maximum of 10 metres.
It was noted by projects that in certain rural locations, where the topography would limit the
radio frequency propagation, greater mast height could be considered. This would benefit
the applicant without introducing additional risk of interference outside of the bounds of the
licence.
9
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26GHz Band
Looking forward, there was a concern from projects that under the current Shared Access
Licence model there is no option for outdoor 26GHz. Outdoor 26GHz spectrum use in
agriculture is being explored within the 5G Testbeds and Trials programme, through the use
of Innovation and Trial licensing. Without options for commercial spectrum licences through
models such as Shared Access Licence, there is uncertainty as to how this application can
be commercialised moving forward. Ofcom are now consulting on the future licensing of
26GHz.

Ofcom Application Process
The Shared Access Licence initial application submission process is straightforward and the
application form can be relatively quick to complete. The projects have reported that
generally the regulator has been supportive and helpful throughout the process.
Multiple or complex site applications - However, a recurring issue, has been the complexity
of securing licences for multiple sites and licences for sites that neatly fit into Ofcom’s
acceptance criteria, without imposed restrictions. Where these applications haven’t been
straightforward, a closer liaison with the Shared Access Licence team at Ofcom has been
necessary to find working spectrum solutions. It is expected that over time, the number of
spectrum applications and licences that the team is managing will increase significantly and
this one-to-one support may be unfeasible.
Manual licence applications - At present the Shared Access Licence application process is
manual, with the projects reporting that the process has been unduly time consuming.
Applicants will use sophisticated tools to plan their network and gather the information
required for their licence application(s). Ofcom is then beholden to using its own tools to
review the application and decide on permission, considering issues and restrictions.
However between these two end points is a manual form. This is a clear bottleneck and is an
inefficient mechanism for making licence applications.
It was suggested that as deployment of Shared Access Licence networks increases, so will
the complexity of the licence planning, application and approvals process. Without the move
to an automated process, the Ofcom review system is at risk of not being capable of scaling
up to the large number of applications which would signify Shared Access Licence success.
Extended clarification times - The initial licence turnaround time was 3 to 4 weeks, however
most projects had to pursue amendments or explore alternative licence options to support
their applications, where Ofcom had not agreed to the parameters of their original
application. This was usually where applications had complexities around the spectrum
deployments and geographic locations that failed Ofcom’s Shared Access Licence
acceptance criteria.
In these cases it was reported that little feedback was initially provided by Ofcom as to the
reasons for rejecting or offering reduced spectrum deployment parameters. With projects
often unclear as to justification, considerable additional time and resources were needed to
re-open communications with Ofcom to identify workable spectrum solutions. In some cases
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further discussions took upwards of six weeks before appropriate licences were agreed with
Ofcom. The additional time required for licence re-negotiation has resulted in network
deployment delays.
Fragmented communications- Aspects of the communications between Ofcom and the
applicant have been cumbersome with applicants ending up with multiple case reference
numbers for the same application and invoices and licences not referencing case numbers
or the first line of the site address. This has added another level of complexity for
organisations managing a large number of applications, consuming time and resources.

Radio Network Equipment and Devices
The Shared Access Licence model has opened up the opportunity for small-scale private
networks to access mobile network spectrum in band 3 (1800MHz), upper n77 band
(3.8GHz - 4.2GHz) and lower 26GHz band.
To utilise this spectrum offering, there needs to be the equivalent availability and support in
the network radio access products and end user devices.
Limited global supply - Availability of RAN and devices that support the Shared Access
Licence spectrum has been limited and the 5G Testbed and Trials projects have, across the
board, reported a very restricted supply.
Although 1800MHz is a well established band globally, it was reported that the 3.3MHz
bandwidth carrier was not supported by many RAN and/or RRU (Remote Radio Unit)
vendors, with most supporting a minimum of 5MHz.
For the upper n77 band, the situation was even more challenging for the projects, with very
few radio hardware vendors and device manufacturers supporting the range. The large-scale
vendors were able to offer some radio solutions, however the equipment cost of these was
seen as a barrier for smaller private network providers.
The supply of appropriate devices such as handsets and modems, initially appeared to be
less of an issue. It was however quickly realised that although numerous devices stated
support for the upper n77 band, most either didn’t have the functionality active or didn’t
support other aspects of the deployed networks, such as the private network PLMNs or 5G
Standalone.
Ofcom’s Shared Access Licence: Guidance 9 document states: “These bands all support
widely-available conventional mobile technology, or are adjacent to other mobile bands
where this is the case. This is good for users because lots of equipment is already available
using these bands, which means this equipment is cheaper than using bespoke or
proprietary technology.”
The 5G Testbed and Trials projects have reported that this has not been the case and that in
the two years since the Shared Access Licence there has been significant difficulty in

9

https://www.Ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0035/157886/shared-access-licence-guidance.pdf
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sourcing radio network equipment and devices that operate within these bands. The
situation is however improving as suppliers see increasing demand.
The issues around equipment supply for the upper n77 band Shared Access Licence
networks are detailed in the Upper n77 (3.8-4.2 GHz band) market study soon to be
published.

Special case: Unmanned airborne vehicles
The use of 5G radio communications with unmanned airborne vehicles (UAVs) has the
potential for beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) command and control and high data rate
uplink transfer of sensor data. A number of 5G Testbeds and Trials projects have been
exploring how to apply and commercialise this capability in areas such as agricultural land
monitoring, logistics and forest health management.
Ofcom however has specifically prohibited the use of Shared Access Licence, 5G
commercial spectrum, for airborne10 use. The projects therefore have had to resort to
short-term Innovation and Trial licences, utilising the same spectrum bands, in their bid to
assess their use cases.
The airborne use case in any network is problematic because of the line of sight propagation
exacerbating interference and it is understood why Ofcom have taken the approach that they
have. This situation effectively closes off a path to potential drone innovation over 5G private
networks, such as with the use cases above. Industry will have to wait for changes to shared
spectrum policy by Ofcom before communication-based UAVs can be commercialised in the
UK using these licences.

5. Useful Information
Appropriate technical expertise - The use of shared spectrum, planning of the network and
the application process requires appropriate technical expertise throughout. The application
process itself requires significant technical understanding of radio frequency principles, local
spectrum use and the capabilities of the radio access network and devices hardware.
The first place for an applicant to start should be Ofcom's own documentation11. For a
competent technical person or organisation, the documentation is sufficient to describe the
parameters and constraints and is sufficient to support the process as it currently stands,
where applications are of the order of tens per week. To accelerate to hundreds or
thousands per week, a change of approach will be required to automate and simplify the
process.
To ensure that the licensed spectrum is compatible with your radio hardware, it is
recommended to include, in the application, the details of what spectrum bands your
planned network can support. Ofcom will provide a 5G Absolute Radio Frequency Channel
Number (NR-ARFCN) based upon what they assess as being best fit.
10
11

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0035/157886/shared-access-licence-guidance.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/manage-your-licence/radiocommunication-licences/shared-access
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For delivery of a circuit-switch fallback voice service (i.e. using 2G or 3G technology), the
1800 MHz band is the only option. For a 4G or 5G data-based service (which could include
Voice over LTE, or Voice over NR), either the 2300 MHz or 3.8 GHz band would be
applicable. Note that it is not possible to deploy a 5G service in the 1800 MHz shared
spectrum allocation, as there is only 3.3 MHz of available spectrum, and 5G requires a
minimum of a 5 MHz wide carrier12

New Thinking RAPID SAL Application Tool
Under the 5G New Thinking project funded by DCMS, via the 5G Testbeds and Trials
Programme, Federated Wireless streamlined the Shared Access Licence application
process by replicating the Shared Access Licence coexistence calculations (see OfW 590 13)
and online data sets (as hosted in the Wireless Telegraphy Register) within an online tool
called RAPID SAL.
As illustrated in Figure 3, the RAPID SAL workflow first prompts you for location, then
operational information, and finally planned licence duration before displaying the spectrum
predicted to be available by Ofcom. For 5G private network operators, this has the following
benefits:
● Availability can be assessed in seconds instead of a month-long manual process with
Ofcom.
● The user is given immediate feedback and guidance on potential form errors (e.g.
applying for a medium power licence in an urban area) and allowable combinations
(indoor / outdoor, band, bandwidth, power, antenna).
● Potential to iterate and improve a deployment prior to application.

12

5G_RuralDorset_WP6_Task4_Neutral Host Spectrum Collated Report-Final.pdf

13

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/183744/Shared-Access-technical-frequency-as
signment-criteria.pdf
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Figure 3: The RAPID SAL workflow enables Shared Access Licence applicants to rapidly evaluate the
spectrum available for their Shared Access Licence private network. Hosted at:
https://www.5gntsharedaccesslicensing.uk/

Additionally, the RAPID SAL provides further forward-looking prototyped capabilities to:
● Fully automate the process of applying and managing Shared Access Licences
● Enable full Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) operation in the Shared Access
Licence bands. The use of a REST-based protocol for spectrum client-server
interactions supports DSA-to-the-device (or network) automation as well
human-in-the-loop operation for legacy device support when conditions support
longer heartbeat intervals (e.g. once a month is consistent with current conditions)
● Manage access constraints and methods dynamically by location, band, time, and
user.

14
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Figure 4: Data View available in the prototype Regulator Interface
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Figure 5: Constraint Management View available in the prototype Regulator Interface

6. Recommendations
The ambition around the Shared Access Licence collaboration work was to gather the
learnings from the 5G Testbed and Trials projects and to report on the Shared Access
Licence model use. The 5G Testbed and Trials projects are real-world trials of commercial
spectrum models. The intention is to learn from these trials and to support Government,
Ofcom and industry by providing good examples of use and to offer recommendations for
process change or improvement, where the recommended change has been seen to add
potential benefit to the wider Shared Access Licence community.
This section covers the recommendations that the 5G Testbed and Trials projects have put
forward, based upon their experiences.
Dynamic, automated application process - Although the Shared Access Licence model has
been a welcome start for the range of applications currently being made, there is no doubt
that the level of weekly/monthly applications which would signify success of shared access
spectrum policy would be vastly higher than those currently in place (1048 Shared Access
Licences nationwide, March 24 2022).
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To support a more buoyant private network market, a more dynamic, automated application
process is seen to be necessary. The Federated Wireless RAPID SAL tool above, is
presented as an example of a tool that brings Ofcom’s application process together with
dynamic data collection of existing licences, to facilitate a more efficient licence application
process.
Transparent application process - Spectrum applicants would benefit from increased
information sharing from Ofcom as to why licences were either rejected or approved with
limited power and bandwidth restrictions.
For instances where there is a rejection or limited approval, spectrum applicants would also
benefit further with guidance from Ofcom on: alternative spectrum options around the
application, available power limits and any other restrictions that may be imposed and why. It
was suggested that this additional support from Ofcom would significantly reduce any
application re-work time, and associated costs to the applicants, when negotiating suitable
alternative end solutions.
Ofcom has made it clear here that the onus is on the applicants to do this independently,
however with the tools and process that were available during the 5G Testbed and Trials
Programme, this was a complex and time consuming task.
Improved location-specific licence assessment - Projects had applications rejected due to
potential interference with existing neighbouring spectrum licences. On further investigation
by the applicants, however, it was discovered that these neighbouring licences were in fact
theirs and after considerable time and exchange with Ofcom, the rejections were overturned
and the licences approved. This suggests that the application assessment process could
benefit from Ofcom checking the owners of any neighbour spectrum licences to confirm
whether the new application is extended coverage or if there is a conflict.
Introduction of tailored technical assessments - It was suggested that more tailored, realistic
interference models, rather than a one size fits all local licensing policy, could make it easier
to deploy private networks in rural areas, with fewer technical restrictions. Thus in genuinely
remote areas, where there is little prospect of competitive access to the spectrum, or indeed
any other relevant telecommunications services, licence constraints could be more relaxed
in comparison with the first fringe of countryside outside of urban areas. This could provide
additional flexibility with regards to mast heights, base station locations (within licence
geography) and transmit power, especially for rural environments. This could be supported
by the introduction of a means for users to demonstrate and justify a transmit power for their
licence based on the terrain, geography, and commercial factors in a local area.14
Directional radio propagation modelling - A key change in the Shared Access Licence
approach would be for Ofcom to use directional radio propagation modelling and therefore
more accurate radio planning, rather than the default omni-directional propagation. This
could allow the use of higher power in areas of contention, generically increasing access
opportunities around built-out sites, whilst maintaining Ofcom’s goal of ensuring there is
plenty of spectrum to share.
14

5G_RuralDorset_WP6_Task4_Neutral Host Spectrum Collated Report-Final.pdf
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Introduction of a Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) system - Ofcom should consider the
option for assignments in time vs frequency ie. dynamic time slot allocation between
spectrum licence neighbours, for the same spectrum band. Learnings from across the 5G
Testbeds and Trials programme have shown that data transfer in private 5G networks may
be less asymmetric than in previous networks and may even swing the other way, with uplink
dominating15. Any automated Dynamic Spectrum Access allocation system would enhance
the use of the available spectrum, especially in and around built-up areas and could allow for
non-standard uplink/downlink time slot usage.
Proactive management of poorly utilised spectrum - The group called for proactive
management of any spectrum not being utilised, so as to offer greater opportunity for new
licensing. This could go as far as introducing a use/share it or lose it approach to support
innovation, rather than blocking of this finite resource.
This could be for recently approved Shared Access licences or those operated under legacy
schemes, such as the DECT guard band (1781.7 - 1785 MHz block paired with a 1876.7 1880 MHz block16), which uses spectrum in the Shared Access Licence range. Existing
DECT guard band licences in Ofcom’s licence database have restricted at least one 5G
Testbed and Trials private network deployment. In this case it was unclear whether the
services using this spectrum licence were still operational and utilising the spectrum
appropriately, but the restriction had a major impact on the 5G project.
Expanding power limits and provision of low/medium band spectrum - The group would like
to see an extension of the Shared Access Licence model in terms of the power limits and
frequency bands, including the introduction of further low/medium-band frequencies. This
would expand the potential for innovative new use cases.
Low band frequencies would be particularly relevant in rural areas, where there is a real
economic and social benefit to creating wider area private 5G networks, as demonstrated by
the 5G Testbed and Trials project, 5G Rural Dorset, with their 700MHz 5G deployment 17
currently utilising an Innovation and Trial licence.
Coverage licence model, not per-mast - With the majority of 5G Testbed and Trials projects
running private outdoor networks, with numerous base stations, there was a call for a
change in the Shared Access Licence model to support site coverage licences, rather than
per radio mast licence. This would significantly reduce the administration of managing a
large number of licences, especially when each site may have unique power, height and
spectrum parameters.

15
16

https://uk5g.org/5g-updates/read-articles/uplink-downlink-balance-in-5g-private-networks/
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-1/DECTGB

17

https://5gruraldorset.org/2021/07/06/worlds-first-in-field-standalone-700-mhz-5g-network-deployed-inrural-dorset/
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7. Conclusion
The 5G Testbed and Trials projects involved with this collaboration activity have explored the
use of the Shared Access Licence model across numerous vertical use cases and
environments. Each project has provided input on the benefits and constraints, that they
have observed, of using Shared Access Licences in their deployments.
The Shared Access Licence application process itself is straightforward. The use of shared
spectrum, planning of the network and the application process requires appropriate technical
expertise throughout. As a part of the application process this could include pre-assessment
of existing spectrum within the area and the use of network planning, Ofcom and other tools
to select and apply for the appropriate licence(s).
Applications should be clear with precise detail of the network requirements, to support the
Ofcom evaluation.
Ofcom have generally been supportive during the planning process. It was clear to the 5G
Testbed and Trials projects that the application process became significantly more complex
and time consuming if the original requested spectrum was not approved by Ofcom. Here
there were numerous recommendations to both Ofcom and new applicants to support a
smoother review and reassessment.
There was a unanimous call for additional tooling to support the application pre-assessment
and submission, automation for both the initial application and a dynamic system to support
flexible changes to spectrum licences.
Outdoor use was particularly complex to coordinate, with many subtle constraints and
variables seen to stall applications or require significant replanning. The 5G Testbed and
Trials projects struggled to get their required spectrum provision (frequency, power and
bandwidth) on the first application attempt, with re-work consuming time and resources.
The available power options available for the Shared Access Licence models, haven’t fully
supported practical and cost effective outdoor use over a wider area. This was a major
concern for the projects as this directly impacted the commercial viability of the deployments.
Overall it was agreed that the default approaches to assessment that Ofcom is taking, with
segmenting geography into urban or rural, applying the same maximum power to sites
regardless of the topography and assuming omni-directional antennas, didn’t marry up with
the real-world deployment scenarios that the 5G Testbeds and Trials projects were exploring.
The Shared Access Licence spectrum bands had been selected for mobile use as there was
confidence that the device and radio network ecosystem supported the bands. In reality this
hasn’t been the case and the 5G Testbed and Trials projects struggled to source appropriate
equipment to meet both the spectrum bands themselves and to fit in with the limited power
and bandwidths that Ofcom approved. A full account of the issues around the upper n77
band supply chain will be presented in the Upper n77 (3.8-4.2 GHz band) market study soon
to be published. Supply for the upper n77 band devices and radios is improving as the global
demand for equipment supporting this band increases.
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The offering of the Shared Access Licence model has been a catalyst for the market,
creating opportunities for innovation in network deployment and usage, as well as providing
opportunity for the innovative, mostly SME vendors which aim to serve the market so
created. It is the principal enabler for telecoms supplier diversification.
It is clear from the feedback from the 5G Testbed and Trials Shared Access Licence
collaboration group that the Shared Access Licence model is a welcome offering for industry
and the like to run private 5G networks. To ensure the success of the model and to truly
support the growth of private 5G networks across the UK, the process for application and
management needs to become more dynamic and open. This will allow for the model to
better meet the specific and often unique requirements of private networks and importantly,
provide an economically viable option for wireless connectivity.
Shared Access Licences have been proven to be one of the vehicles for addressing the
crushing lack of diversity in supply of mobile communications products and services in the
UK, as well as creating a mechanism for addressing long running and continuously repeating
issues such as the digital divide.
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